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UPDATE FROM HNW’S STEERING GROUP:   

The last newsletter for March-April appeared in paper form for the first time in six months, following 
the trials and tribulations of the office move from Ruislip Police Station.  However, full distribution was 
thwarted by the imminence of the Covid-19 lockdown which forced the closure of most of our 
collection points, within a couple of days of the newsletter being published.  As the lockdown continues 
much as before, this and subsequent issues of the newsletter will, unfortunately, be available via 
electronic means only, until further notice.  We hope that Co-ordinators will be able to forward this 
issue by email to as many watch members as possible, who have not yet signed up to OWL – see 
overleaf for more details of this facility.  We are pleased to report, that even with the current 
difficulties, OWL membership is growing. 

The current Covid-19 restrictions continue to hamper the activities of the Group, particularly since 
several members fall within the category of “vulnerable” (aged over 70) and some within the 
“shielding” category. This means that we would welcome with open arms a few new volunteers – to 
assist with newsletter deliveries to collection points (once paper copies have resumed) and to 
attend/contribute to our quarterly Steering Group Meetings, once they resume sometime in the 
future. We are also in need of help with the erection of lamp-post signs where Co-ordinators are 
unable to do so themselves.  There is a particular need for volunteers to come forward from the south 

of the borough where we need to recruit more watches and increase OWL membership as a Group 
priority. 

If you can help once the lockdown eases, please drop us an email NOW.  Although our office remains 
closed, the email account is monitored remotely on a regular basis so potential volunteers will receive 
a prompt response. 

Malicious emails appear to be on the increase, particularly those involving the 
victim’s password.  Here is an example: 
“It seems that Hollyoaks123 is your password. I require your complete attention 

for the coming 24 hours or I will certainly make sure that you live out of guilt for 

the rest of your lifetime.” 
The message then asks for $2,000 via Bitcoin, with the threat of bad information 
being sent to your friends/family, if you fail to comply. 
The following action should be taken by recipients of such messages: 

• Do not respond to the email. 

• Do not part with any money. 
• Look at the password quoted - this is almost certainly a genuine 

password of yours that you have used on a website in the past, or 
possibly currently.  That website has subsequently been compromised, 
and your email and password sold on to scammers. 

• If you currently use the password in question (eg Hollyoaks123) on any 
Website, e.g. Amazon, eBay and anywhere at all, you should now change 
that password immediately for each and every one of those accounts 
where it is used. 

• The foregoing highlights the need to use a completely different 

password for every website that you visit. Thus, if one website is 
breached by hackers and your password is released, then at least all of 
your other online accounts remain secure. 

 
SCAM emails –a new, faster way of reporting them: 

If you receive a suspicious email, all you have to do is forward it to: 
report@phishing.gov.uk 
This is a new service operated by The National Cyber Security Centre which is 
part of GCHQ – the Government’s cyber and security agency. 

Police Non Emergency: 101 

Crimestoppers: 0800 555 111 

 

ActionFraud: 0300 123 2040 

www.actionfraud.police.uk  
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To contact your ward 

Local Neighbourhood 

Police Team, phone: 

 

Barnhill 020 8721 2554 

Botwell 020 8721 2757 

Brunel 020 8721 2551 

Cavendish 020 8721 2550 

Charville 020 8721 2552 

E’cote & ERuis 020 8721 2548 

Harefield 020 8721 2544 

Heathrow Villages 020 8721 2557 

Hillingdon E 020 7161 8171 

Ickenham 020 8721 2543 

Manor 020 8721 2549 

Northwood 020 8721 2545 

Northwood Hills 020 8721 2546 

Pinkwell 020 8721 2556 

South Ruislip 020 8721 2011 

Townfield 07843 291091 

Uxbridge North 020 7161 8170 

Uxbridge South 07717 733782 

West Drayton 020 8721 2018 

West Ruislip 020 8721 2547 

Yeading 07766 991019 

Yiewsley 020 8721 2713 
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Residential 

burglary figures 

for Month Ending 

as shown – figures 

supplied by MPS 
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Barnhill 

 

12 8 6 

Botwell 

 

14 12 5 

Brunel 

 

10 7 2 

Cavendish 

 

6 4 5 

Charville 4 4 8 

E’cote & E.Ruislip 

RuisRuislip 

3 3 2 

Harefield 5 1 3 

Heathrow 

Villages 

6 6 4 

Hillingdon East 3 2 6 

Ickenham 7 6 1 

Manor 6 10 0 

Northwood 6 2 2 

Northwood Hills 11 2 2 

Pinkwell 8 5 2 

South Ruislip 6 1 3 

Townfield 9 13 7 

Uxbridge North 10 5 0 

Uxbridge South 5 5 1 

West Drayton 5 4 2 

West Ruislip 4 5 0 

Yeading 5 5 4 

Yiewsley 8 2 5 

TOTALS 153 112 70 

OWL, used by the Police and NHW to send out crime alerts and crime prevention 
advice directly to residents, now has over 14,600 members!  It is the only secure 
communications system in the UK that is Police approved under the “Secured by 
Design” scheme.  We invite YOU to sign up to OWL today at: www.owl.co.uk 

During this period of extended isolation, why not set yourself an objective of 

signing up at least ONE extra person on OWL when speaking to friends? 

Herewith is yet another SCAM for you to be aware of.  It involves fraudsters ordering expensive goods on credit 

and having them delivered to an unsuspecting victim who accepts delivery. The fraudsters then collect the parcel 

wearing a courier’s uniform, claiming that the parcel was delivered by mistake.  They then sell the goods that the 

victim has been charged for.  Recent such scams have used online sites to order and pay for goods such as phones 

and laptops, using details stolen from poorly recycled personal details, stolen credit cards, etc.  To avoid becoming 

a victim you should: 

• Never accept parcels that you clearly haven’t ordered – if possible determine this at the door. 

• Never hand over parcels to couriers unless they have previously arranged the collection directly with you. 

• If you accept a parcel that was not intended for you, immediately contact the company to arrange 

collection. Ask how you can check that the person collecting genuinely works for the courier company, i.e. 

you would need a driver’s name or a reference number which only the driver would know. 

BE AN ACTIVE GOOD NEIGHBOUR, 

BE ON WATCH AND  

BE ON A WATCH! 

H i l l i n g d on  

N e igh b ou rh o o d  

   Wa tch  

With most homes fully occupied during the lockdown, burglars are finding their 

job far more difficult so are turning their attention to vehicles.  Don’t let thieves 

get an easy ride – follow these rules to protect your vehicle: 

• Lock it even when filling up with petrol or when parked on the drive. 

Check that sunroof and windows are securely shut. 

• Keep the keys safe out of view and away from the front door. Keep 

electronic keys in a security pouch to prevent it being scanned by thieves. 

• Double check electronic locking as devices can be used to jam the signal 

from your key fob.  Always manually check that the vehicle has locked, 

before moving away. If unsure, lock it manually and look for anyone 

hanging around.  If a potential thief has been watching and feels they 

have been spotted, they’ll undoubtedly move away. 

• Fit good in-car security locks as built-in steering locks aren’t necessarily 

thief-proof as many can be forced and broken. Fitting a good quality 

(Thatcham approved) steering wheel, gear lever or clutch pedal security 

device gives added protection. 

• For added security, particularly in respect of “high end“ vehicles, fit a 

tracking device. 

• Park responsibly by avoiding dark, secluded areas and opting for a well-

lit, busier street, even if it means a longer walk.  It is preferable to park in 

illuminated and staffed car parks or those with a Park Mark safety award. 

• Look after your catalytic convertor as these are currently a prime target 

for thieves.  See the detailed advice contained on Page 2 of our March-

April newsletter, obtainable from the Archive section of our website. 

Welcome to new watches in Highfield Crescent (Northwood) and part 

of The Coppice (Yiewsley). 
 


